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Hello treasured members,
As we enter week 9 of lockdown, I hope you have all adjusted to this new way of life and are
coping with the constraints. There does appear to be a light at the end of the tunnel now, but
I fear it will be a little while before everything is back to normal. We are still hopeful that
our November play, directed by Ellis Nicholls, will be unaffected by COVID-19.
A big thank you to Abi White for hosting the
first virtual quiz via Zoom. It was a huge
success with 30 participants across 21
household including one from across the pond
in Canada. Congratulations to our winners
Richard and Jo Weller, who are proving quite
the power couple on the am dram virtual quiz
circuit; winning the Thespians’ weekly quiz is
a regular occurrence for them. We will have to
see if they retain their Stagers title in a couple
of weeks.
I hope you are all safe and well.
Helen Coyte – Chairman

CAN YOU NAME THE 5 SHAKESPEARE PLAYS?
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

November 2020 Production
Director Ellis Nicholls
Still Life

Hands Across the Sea

Ways and Means

Virus willing, I hope to direct these three plays by Noël Coward for the November 2020 production.
This is a brief note to tell you about them and generate enthusiasm.
Tonight at 8.30 was a suite of, in the end, ten one-act plays written by Coward in 1935 and first
presented in 1936. Coward used a single company of actors headed by himself and by Gertrude
Lawrence. They chose three of the plays each night, although ‘We Were Dancing’ was only played
once. I have chosen three of the other plays simply because I like them. The committee have been
kind enough to agree.
Still Life
This is the original play which Coward re-wrote and became the film Brief Encounter. It tells the
story of a chance meeting in a railway station refreshment room between Laura Jesson, a happily
married woman with “a husband, a home and three children” and Alec Harvey, an unmarried
doctor. Laura gets a piece of grit in her eye which Alec removes. They form an attachment during
successive meetings over the five scenes of the play, before Laura regrets the damage she is doing
to her marriage and children. When a friend sees her with Alec, she ends the attachment and she
and Alec go their separate ways. It is all very quiet and English.
Alongside this is the boisterous relationship between the refreshment room manageress, Myrtle
Bagot, and the senior station ticket collector, Albert Godby. These are, frankly, the best parts in the
play. Myrtle is described in the script as “a buxom and imposing widow” and she rules the
refreshment room with a rod of iron. She and Albert have a very lively relationship! Alongside her
is Beryl Waters, the young help in the refreshment room, and Stanley who is flirtatious with Beryl,
something she secretly enjoys.
There are five other parts of customers and Laura’s friend, who discovers her ‘affair’.
Hands Across the Sea
In complete contrast, this play is set in a fashionable West End apartment of Lady Maureen Gilpin
(known as ‘Piggie’) and Commander Peter Gilpin R.N., a serving naval officer. While away in the
Far East, Piggie visited various ex-patriots, such as rubber planters, and scattered invitations for
them to call on her when they were next in London. One couple, Mr and Mrs Wadhurst, do just that
but choose a day when another such couple has rung up and invited themselves round. Needless to
say, Piggie mistakes one couple for the other and talks to them of unintelligible things which none
of them understands.
Alongside this, Cmdr Gilpin is now at the Admiralty and is awaiting some plans for a new vessel.
He is accompanied by another naval officer and the plans appear with a “nondescript” young man
who nobody knows and various people misinterpret. Friends of Piggie keep calling, in person and
on the telephone, while the Wadhursts and the young man simply wonder what on earth is going on.
Chaos reigns for a while until, somehow, it is all resolved.

This play needs enormous energy and speed, yet the ability to deliver scintillating dialogue. It has
lots of really good characters throughout the cast.
Ways and Means
Another picture of upper-class life, but this time set on the Riviera, in the guest bedroom of a
private house which is occupied by Stella and Toby Cartwright, who are ‘professional’ guests in
other people’s houses. They have personal charm, impeccable manners, breeding and no money.
They try to exist on Toby’s winnings at the various casinos but by the start of this play their money
and welcome are coming to an end. The owner of the house, Olive Lloyd-Ransome, is inventing
reasons for the Cartwrights to leave (short of actually evicting them) but they need money to settle
their household bills (such as laundry and tips for the staff) and to buy the tickets for their journey.
Eventually, they decide to pawn Stella’s last remaining bracelet and Toby goes off to the casino to
win some money.
Needless to say, he loses it all, and more, which he borrows. To add further insult, he sees another
guest in the house, an American, Mrs Irving Brandt (who does not appear), winning; amassing
170,000 francs which she has put in a drawer of her dressing table. When the Cartwrights catch in
their room a burglar, who turns out to be an English chauffeur called Stevens, they see a plot and
send Stevens off to Mrs Brandt’s room to steal the money. He returns with the money but gives it
all to the Cartwrights because he has also stolen a considerable amount of jewellery which Mrs
Brandt had left lying about the place. All is saved!
Lovely parts in this play for the Cartwrights, Olive, a pre-revolutionary Russian princess called
Elèna Krassiloff (with a suitable accent), a French valet/butler called Gaston (also a suitable accent)
and the chauffeur, Stevens, who is both practical and a philanderer. Single set in the guest bedroom.
This play, too, must have emphasis on the witty repartee between all characters, especially the
Cartwrights, and be played at a brisk, controlled pace.
The casting of these plays could be from one company who appear in all plays, or three companies
(or two companies or a mix and match). The age ranges are from late teenage through to 70s and
can include in Still Life those who prefer not to have a speaking part. Each play should not take
more than 45 minutes, especially if we are to manage three in one evening. The curtain-up time will
be 7.30pm, so the original suite title will not be used, for fear of confusion. All will be set in the
mid-1930s, which suits the dialogue and the attitudes.

A note on next steps from Helen on behalf of the committee
We are hopeful that we will be able to start working on this show in September but given the current
situation, the committee will meet in August to confirm what is possible and make a final decision
on whether we go ahead with this production. We will look to keep you up to date as things
progress and as always we will work to prioritise the wellbeing of our members and our audience.

Virtual Quiz
Quizmaster Abi is running our second virtual quiz via Zoom video conference.
The quiz will be Wednesday 27h May at 8pm.
We will send out further details of how to take part in the quiz at the beginning of next week.
Remember to save the date!

Members’ News
Laura Musco has dusted off her tap shoes!!
“Stagers has kindly said I can put something in this
newsletter about a charity event I'm taking part in. I’ve
dusted off my tap shoes as I'm going to fundraise for the
Roy Castle Lung Cancer Foundation, and I’d really appreciate
your support. On Sunday 24th May there will be a National
Tapathon. You might remember Roy Castle being joined, in
1977, by 500 other participants to perform the then largest
tap dance at the BBC TV Centre. If you don't, you can find it
on YouTube. This year's Tapathon is special as it marks 30
years since the Roy Castle Lung Cancer Foundation was
founded.
I'll be tapping in memory of my Dad who passed away more
than 20 years ago from lung cancer and leukaemia. I'm
waiting for the full details of the event on the day but, as it
will be done remotely, I'm pretty certain I'll have to make a
video to prove I've learnt the routine set and am happy to
send it to those that I know have donated.”
You can donate to Laura’s JustGiving page here
Best of luck Laura, remember “Keep Dancing!”

Live Theatre Online
Here is a list of sites
you can use to access
live theatre, from the
comfort of your home:
www.youtube.com/user
/ntdiscovertheatre
Every Thursday for a week
a show from the National
Theatre is available to watch.

www.broadwayhd.com/
You can get a 7 day free trial to
watch Broadway shows online.
*After 7 days you will be charged

www.digitalconcerthall.com
Live orchestral concerts from
the Berlin Philharmonic

www.bbc.co.uk/arts
Culture in Quarantine
ANSWERS

I'll be tapping in memory of my
1.
THE WINTER’S TALE
Dad
passed away more
2. who
HAMLET
3. 20
MACBETH
than
years ago from lung
4.
A MIDSUMMER-NIGHT’S DREAM
cancer
- and leukaemia. I'm
5.
ROMEO AND JULIET
waiting for the full details of the
event on the day but as it will be

on the BBC

Cirque du Soleil
60 minute shows

